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1st Xl, 1954

The Headmaster, }Il'.Squjl'e~ B.WaJsh, T.R.Jones. J.G.Smith,
Vi'..T.Longton, A.Hoc1gson, D.::'II.Mathieson, A.G.Roberts(Capt.),

N.Lindop, F.W.TayJol',' H.De,ln, :,Lr.:Ualcollll:
L}Iarrs, H.~Jones, A.J one". O'Ll aret scorer).
Photo by Cull •

School Calendar
Summer term begaq
Half term holiday
Athletic Sports Summer term. ends
Autumn ter.m begins

.
_..- ~
:...................

April 29th.
June 7th and 8th.
July Jrd.
July 2Jrd.
September 6th.'

Editorial
SCHOOL
magazines and newspapers both have editorials. - In all else
(for which we may he thankl:ui) they are unlike. Now this is not
immediately <lJpparentfor do not they share much common ground?
Are
not the regular features of the Visor with its select band of readers aped
by the Morning Howl with its circulation of three millions? Do not both.
contain news, p;lOtugraphs and salutes to the illustrious?
Let us assure
cur patrons at once that these are shallow contentions, and that our production is an altogether superior affair to the exasperatmg sheer which,
propped up against the morning teapot, heralds another day of woe and
tribularion,
For our news is always good; we never (well hardly ever)
harrow our readers' feelings .. We ,challenge you to find in our pages any
stories of aggression, of alphabetical bombs, cf larcenies-major
or minor,
et prison mutinies, of paralysed transport.
In fact the whole depressirrg
pattern of the contemporary world is absent from the Visor, which shows
what a reasonable and law abiding commonwealth ours truly is. Not
that we are immaculate nor devoid of red corpuscles. "If you ~ickle us
shall we not laugh?".
But we have a way of settling our passing diffeyences decorously and do not parade them in a twopenny .diurnal bag wash.
And our picture pages too! Our prefects and pur teams, whar .a oontrast
to the gallery of celebrities brought daily to the stirface after d raggirig
operations in the national or cosmic pond! . We o{fe.r no wy shots of
geralemen passing from police car to assize portals, no 'impassive oriental
diplomats, no stars twinkling in "he firmament of de luxe hotels. Our
news like our portraits is blameless; achievement at the desk or in the

field recorded for the applause of the present and the admiration of posterity without the heartbreak
that the tape machines too often bring
from Wall Street, Westminster,
Geneva, or Hurst Park.
We think we
may justly claim that, while a man feels like self-ending before he is
fairly down the second page of a newspaper, he can rise from a perusal
c;f this magazine heartened and invigorated.
Well, you may say having read thus far, let Us prick this bubble of
self-esteem now inflated to bursting point.
OIl your own admission, do
no: the managers of the Howl and of the Visor both have to wnte editorials? Are they not therefore in the same boat?
Superficially perhaps in
rh, corrugations of the brow, the anxious harvesting of contributions, the
inked finger_s, the piling of reluctant pence.
But in nought else. Forwhile some editors ride the high horse, instruct the millions, rebuke the
audacious who dare to disagree with them, jog the memories of those who
hi! to perceive the accuracy of their prophecies (or alternatively conceal
dismay over unrealised forecasts by suavity, bluster or a discreet change
of subject) your editor does none of these rhings.
He remains serene, im-perturbable, easy and philosophical.
How could he be otherwise?
If any
other editors, in envy of our compo$ure, ask our secret, it is that he can
afford to be happy when he has turned out such a g~
magazine for such
good readers.

Valete
EASTER
Harris,

TERM.

D. H

Davies, W. D.;

Goat, R.;

Wood,

D.

T.

Brown, T. S.
SUMMER

6A :

Ainslie,

J.

TERM.

D.

Speech Day 1954
SPEECH
Day was held in the Town Hail on the 26th March.
The
chair was taken by his Worship the Mayor, and Pcofessor A. J. D.
Porteous, M.A., Professor of Education at th!;; University of Liverpool,
distributed the prizes and certificates.
The singing of the choir accompanied by recorders was marked by the excellence of its quality.
In his report the Headmaster emphasised the need for boys to take
tne; advanced course instead of leaving school at IS to enter some " blind
alley" job. "Nearly
all the professions are crying out for more and
abler recruits. We in this t}'!Pe of school hold the key position."
Professor Porteous in his address said that individual leaders setting
a high standard of culture and character lire needed in ihe world to-day,
and it is our d.uty as a grammar school to produce such people, "Unless
we can depend on you boys, the future of our country is dark indeed."

JOINT
GENERAL

MATRICULATION

CERTIFICATE

BOARD

OF EDUCATION,

I953

AT ADVANCEDAND SCHOLARS~IP LEVEL
FORM UPPER VI.
Davles, B.-English
Literature, Latin, French, Scholarship French.
Evans, G. M.-Mathematics,
Physics, Chemistry.
Ordinary Level.
English Language.
Hodgson, T S.-Mathematics,
Physics, Chemistry.
Hughes, J. T-Chetnistry.
Jordan,
Marston,

J.

E.-E:lglish

Literature,

M.~Physics,

Biology.

Latin, French. Scholarship

French.

Parry, K.-Engli~h
Literature, History, French.
Parry, N. A-Physics,
Chemistry.
Smith, H-Mathematlcs,
Physics, Chemistry.
T aylor, E.-Mathematics,
Physics, Chemistry (Distinction),
arship physics, Chemistry.
Turner, R.-Mathematics,
Physics, Chemistry. Weir, W. c.-Geography,
Physics.
Scholarship Geography,

Schol-

AT ORDINARY LEVEL.
Ainslie, J. D.; Almond, H. c.; Barr, K. M.; Barwell, D.; Batterham, N.;
Baxter, J. H; Booth, K. T; Brown, M. H; Carrell R.; Chambers, A G.;
Connolly, G.; Cockson, B. R.; Cross, D.
W.; Dtflnis, M. T.; Doveston,
G. A; Dunn, W. H; Edwards, R. G,; Firrney, A H; Green,
E.;
Haggerty, G. A; Hams, D. H; Heath, P.; Hewitt, J. E.; Hodgson, A.B.;
Home, D. E; Hubbard, E. H; Hughes, H R.; Hunt, H. S.; [ackson,
R.; [ones, D. A; [ones, K. W.; [ones, N. N.; [ones, W. A; Lindop,
R.; Longron, W. J.; Marrs, I.; Mathieson, D. Mc.; O'Hare; J. R A;
Parsley, D. G.; Phipps, }.; Prendergast, B. G.; Prodger, P. G.; Redwood,
r~.. Roberts, A G.; Roberts, J. G» Shearer, R. D.;. Slevin, G,;: Telf6rd;
A. G.; Tudor, M. rE.; WilkinSon, N, J ;: Willi<lrlls, D. G,

r.

1.

o

INTERNALSCHOLARSHIPS
TATE:-Dodd, TA.;
Evans, G. M.; Haughton,
B. A; Roberts.
ATKIN-Bryant"
W. N.; Marsson, M ..; WiHiamson,. J. G.
SCHOLARSHIPSAND AWARDS
Srate Scholarship. University of Mancltester=v Faylor,
County Borough Scholarship- T aylor, E.

E.

A

G.

PRIZE LIST r9S2-S3
FORM rB-lSt, Boyd, E. F.; znd, Kay, A W.; 3rd, Blackwell, R. R.
FORM rA-rst, Williarns, D.; znd, Blaylock, P. A; 3rd, Needham, J.
FGRM2B-rst, Weavel, \'1. H.; znd, Harford, D. E. W.
FOR~ 2A-~st, Salmon, R. F.; znd, Haag~1to:l, D. J.; yd, Baxter, J. S.
FORM3B-rst, Clampitt, R.; znd, Williams, G. G.
FORM3A-rst, Hopner, K. R; znd, Walsh, T. J.; 3rd, Arthur, W. J.
FORM4B-rst, Dick, L.; znd, Andrews, A E.; 3rd, Heggarty, F. G.
F0RM 4A-rst, Peers, H. W.; znd Peterson M. N.; 3rd, Naybour, R D.
FORMsB-r t, [ones, D. A; znd, Doveston, G. A.; 3rd, Finney, A H.
FORMsA-rst, Heath, P.; zrid, Green, J. E.; 3Td, Hodgson, A S.
FC.RM6-English, Bryant, W. N.; History, Bryant, W. N.; Mathematics,
Haughron, B. A; Science, Haughton, B. A.
SPEC!l'.LPR!ZES
Connacher Memorial Prize for English-Jordan, J. E.
Solly Memorial Prize for History-Parry,
K.
The George Holr Prizes=-Science, Taylor, E.; Mathematics, Hodgson,
T. S.; Languages, Davies, B.
Forshaw Memorial Prize for Art=-Creen, J. E., Jones, N. N.
Special Prize for Mathematics-> T aylor, E.
Special Prize for Physics=-Taylor, E.
Special Prize for Chemistry- T aylor, E.
Special Prize for Biology=-Marston, M.
Special Prize for Geography-Weir,
W. C.
Special Prize for Larin= Davies, B.
Old Boys' Memorial Prize-Hodgson, 1'. S.
Headmaster's Prize-Hodgson, T. S.
SPORTS
Football, Barwell, D.,; Jone_s,K. W.; Marrs, I.; Shcrlock, G. D. Cricket-Hodgson, A. S.; Roberts, A. G.
CHESS CHAMPION-Dodd, T. A. (Senior); [ones, P. (Junior).
VrCTOR.LUDORUM-Jones, N. N. (Senior); Walsh, T. J. (Junior).
SILVERCUP FORGAMEs-\Veir, W. C. (Senior); [ones, H. S. (Junior).
HOUSE TROPHIEs-Athletics,
Atkin; Cricket, Tate; Chess, Stitt: Cross
Country, SeniOr, Stitt; Senior Champion, Dodd, T. A.; Cross Country, Intermediate,
Atkin; Intermediate Champion, Walsh, T. J.;
Cross Country, Junior, Tate: Junior Champion, Lee, D.
His Majesty King George VI Coronation
Cup-Atkin
(Champion
House for the year).
COLOURS-Rugby

Her Majesty
Tate.

Queen Elizabeth

II Coronation Cup for Rugby Football--

SUCCESSES AT UNIVERSITIES
UNIVERSITYOF CAMBRIDGEDegree of B.A, Medieval and Modern Languages
T ripos, Part Il, Class IlI-Davies, J. S.
UNIVERSITYOF BIRMINGHAMFaculty of ArtsDegree of B.A, School of History,
Honours, Class Il, Division I-Hudson,

A. W. T.

UNIVERSITYOF BRISTOLFaculty of ScienceDegree of B.Sc.• School of Chemistry,
Honours, Class Il, Division I-Perry, M. B:
UNIVERSITY
OF EDINBURGHFaculty of M edicine-sDegree of M.B., Ch.B.
Third Examinacion=Ledsome, J. R.
Second Examination-Hellon,
C. P.
Faculty of Veterinary ScienceDegre~ of B.V.Sc.-Garrett.

T. R.

UNIVERSITYOF LEEDSFaculty of ArtsDegree of B.A-Liggett,

J.

H.

Faculty of SdenceDegree of B.Sc. (Chemical Engineering)
Second Year Examinations-sPlimley, R. E.
UNIVERSITY
OF LIVERPOOLFaculty of A rtsD~gree of M.A (Economics)-Jenks, A H., B.COMM.
Degree of M.CD., First Year Examination-c-Thomas, H. D .. B.A.
Degree of B.A, Special Studies in English Language and Literature,
Part I Examination-Macdonald, R. F.; Smith, A A.
Degree of B.A, First Year Examination=-Gleave, J.
Diploma in Education-Mealor, V. A, B.A.

School of ArchitectureDegr~ of B.Arch., Fourth Exarnination=-Binyon, R
Degree of B.Arch., Fourth Examination=-Dobbing. P.
Degree of B.Arch., Third Examination-Silcock, D. D. J.
Degree of B.Arch., Second Examination-Smith,
V. L.
Degree of B.Arch., First Examination-Ennion,
J.
Faculty of ScienceDegree of B.Sc. (Special).
School of Physics, Honours, Class II, Division I-Palmer, R. G.
Degree of B.Sc. (General), Class Il=-Henharen, D. B.
Part I Examination-Brown, D. R; Dodd, G. M.
First Year Examination-Lovatt, J. H.; Morris, J. R.
Faculty of MedicineDegree of M.Ch.(Orth)-WethereU.
G. A., F.R.C.S.,M.B, CH.B.
Faculty of EngineeringDegree of B.Eng. (General), Final Examination, Part I-MoOl'e, D. H.
UNIVERSITYOF LONDoNImperial College of ScienceDegree of B.Sc. with Honours, First Year Examination-Lewis,
U IVERSITYOF MANCHESTERFaculty ut Science=«
Degree of B.Sc. (General)-Maxwell, D.
Intermediate Exarninarion-c-Rushton, B.

D.

J.

J.

C.

J.

J.

LNIVEI\SITYOF READlNGFaculty ut H orticulture-sDegree of B.Sc. (Horticulture}-Smith, .G. A.
Diploma in Education-Smith, G. A.
UNIVERSITY
OF SHEFFIELDFaculty of MedicineDegree of M.B., Ch.B. (Part III)-Jones, D. O.
Faculty of ScienceDegree of B.Sc. with Honours in Chemistry, Class II-HoMen,
UNIVERSITYOF \V ALESFaculty of ArtsDegree of BA., Prelim., Honours Examination-Gore,
PROFESSIONAL

DIPLOMAS

THE INSTITUTEOF COST ANDWORK ACCOUNTANTS-Associate (A.I.C.W.A.)-HalIing-Jones,
D. C.
THE INSTITlITEOF THE RUBBERINDUSTRYLicentiate (LI.RI.}--Osborne, D. N. A., B.SC.
THE LAw SOCtE'fYIntermediate Examination-e-Hursr, W. F.

K. O.
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THE LIBRARY
ASSOCIATIONAssociate (ALA.)-Spink,

J.

E.

NATIONALCERTIFICATESIn Civil Engineering-Ratcliffe, C. J.
In Chemistry-s-jackson. A; Ridgway, F.
THE PHARMACEUTICAL
SOCIETYM!"mber (M.P.S.)-Hughes,

R. E.

THE ROYALCOLLEGEOF VETERI ARYSURGEONSMember (M.RC.V.S.)-Garrctt,
T. R., B.v.se.; Morris, j. E., B.V.SC.
THE ROYALINSTITUTEOF BRITISHARCHITECTSAssociate (Intermediate Examination)-Weir,

B. A

THE SOCIETYOF RADIOGRAPHERSMember (M.S.R.)-Gordon.

R. A

OLD BOYS' SUCCESSES
APPOINTMENTS
ANDAWARDS
Hcrbert Manzoni, C.B.E.,M.INST.c.E.-Knight Bachelor, Chief Engineer
and'Surveyor, City of Birmingham.
Gordon Bowen, M.A.-Economic Adviser to the High Commissioner of
Canada.
G2~ry, W. N.-British

Embassy, Washington, USA.

Goodwin, T. W., D.sc.-Senior
Liverpool.

Lecturer in Biochemistry, University of

Professor G. E. M. Hallett, M.D.s.-Special Lecturer (in French) to the
European Orthodontic Society.
Perry, M. B.o B.SC.-Post Graduate Research Scholar in Chemistry, University of Bristol.
Plimley, R. E.-Brown
of Leeds.

Senior School in Chemical Engineering, University

Silcock, D. D. J.-Holt Traveiling Scholar in Architecture, Holland
Hannen and Cubitts Prizernan, University of Liverpool.
Smith, A A-Edward
Rathbone Prizeman in English Literature, University of Liverpool.
Sudworth, J. F., M.A.-Lecturer in Eoonomics, University of Liverpool.
Wood, R. E., M.SC., PH.D.-Principal,
City of Leicester.

College of Arts and T echnology,

Railway Journeys
HAVE

you ever thought how many different kinds there arc? A simple
journey of pleasure, a day's trip to th~ seaside, a hurried dash across
c;ountry to the bedside of a sick relative. a short daily trip to work, or a
IGng journey half way across a continent to a new job. Early memories
of train journeys are becoming dim. Ther~ were short excursions with
school mates to cricket or football matches leaving a lively recollection of
some forgotten humorist preferring the luggage rack to the comfort of an
ordinary seat. It is hard to remember whether there was some golden
journey at the beginning of the summer holidays; for the sea is a long
way from the Midlands, and even before 1914 railway tickets were expensive. But let me describe a well-remembered trip, a .true leap into the
dark, a rurning point in life, transmuting a civilian into a soldier of the
first world war. Of course it is a tangled memory, compounded of an
arrival at the outset at a dark and noisy barracks, of happy leave trains.
and finally of the ultimate send-off with the whole town in attendance.
Smging at first, a little excited chatter for a few miles, silence, the looming
side of a ghostly ship, a voyage, a landfall still in darkness, and another
ttain composed of trucks bearing the legend «chevaux 8, hommes 40."
Early morning sunlight and soon a hubbub of excited questions" Where
are we?" A long unoomfortable stage this with rare waves and shouts
(for by that time soldiers in waggons are a familiar sight in the French
countryside), and eventual achievement in. the shape of a very queerlooking: station.
There were, in succession, further removals by train to what the
army called' rest,' and then something quite fantastic on a narrow gauge
railway carrying ammunition to the forward artillery positions. A truck
loaded with rails and tools in front of the engine and behind it the long
load of heavy shells. Sometimes it is raining, always densely black but
intermittently lit by brilliant flashes in front and rear. Whether the
illumination was provided by the enemy or by our guns was a matter of
some urgency in view of our cargo, and of our situation in front. On
paper our trip might have been allOngthe old L.M.S., for we were booked
t.. visit Coventry, Ru~by, Stafford:
H.Q.'s names for pin-points on a
military matp of a wilderness of mud and desolation. Two or perhaps
three such journeys a week were enough for the nerves, and a change of
scenery and occupation was always warmly welcomed. This was accomplished in a real train with carriages (altliough there happened to be no
glass in the windows which made November travel a little uncomfortable)
and from a point where.it had been unhealthy even to show one's nose
by daylight six months earlier, let alone a train. Period motor lorries
completed this adventure, but the climax was the customary spot of
bother. But I must not forget to tell you of another experience begin-

mng as usual in the .dark and punctuated by peremptory command to
get out and board another train. This turned out t~ be a hospital train
complete with nice, big, shiny tea buckets, outsize bully-beef sandwiches.
and a real 'old-soldier to ask us, without irony, what time we would like
breakfast. This, after the Sornme, was heaven-s-as was the first sight
ol a civilian after nearly a year ,of ubiquitous uniforms, the ¥oyage across
the Channel, the quick rush to Waterloo, the crossing of war-time London to Paddington, and after ninety minutes' more clattering darkness,
the walk home through the quiet streets and triumphant, unexpected
arrival.
There were other less heavenly periods, when the army was unhurried
and set you walking with all your goods and chattels on your back, or
when you rerurned to your inhospitable trucks' in deep winter. Nearer
tl», end of the war, going' on leave meant a nerve-racking wait on Arras
station; for by that time bombers had been added to the apparatus of
frightfulne.ss.
As usual the break went like lightning, and there you
were ooming in the opposite direction a very short fortnight later. But
th •. last trip was the measure of German defeat; for it ended at Cologne
(two-hundred miles away in a straight lirie-I leave you 'to imagine what
actual distance the P.B.I. covered). A month later we were on the way
back. this time for good, and saying farewell to our aid " Chevaux 8!'
conveyances, now boasting two braziers apiece against harsh winter and
correspondingly thick in atmosphere. 'Sixty-four hours of this 'blue'
train brought us to Dunkirk which has been 'in the news' subsequently.
A~ length, after the usual processes by which the army transforms one
back into"a civilian, one was in a train unchaperoned by any N.C.O. Then
one reached familiar stretches where every curve of the track meant home.
A warrior returned from war carrying a sand-bag containing his ' battlebowler'.
'
A.R T.

The Growth of Birkenhead

BIRKENHEAD

must have been a very pleasant place at the beginning
of the last century. Its population of 110 lived in houses near the
.headland on which stood the Priory ruins: inland lay scattered farms and
hamlets; and a road known as Grange Lane (the site 'Of our shopping
cen:re) ran from the Grange or Priory Farm to Woodside,
'
By 1820 the primitive, uncomfortable ferry had Peen replaced by a
steamer service, a?d ~oodside began to flourish as a .small pleasant resort; the present Wood side Hotel was built, and many private houses
sprang up. The architect Thomas Rickman designed St. Mary's church,
which stands near the Priory.

The enormous areas that are to-day covered by the docks and shipyards were then bays and inlets such as Tranmere Pool and Birkenhead
Pool. In 1824 a Greenock shipbuilder, Mr. Williarn Laird, bought a f~rm
on the banks of the great inlet known as Wallasec Pool, and the following
year established a shipbuilding yard and boilerworks where Vittoria Street
!IOWstands. The possibiliti~s of Wallasey P~ol a.s a site for docks were
realised, and ambitious plans were made for its development.
Although the docks and yards were the beginnings and still are the
real makings of the oown, and although this development has been so
important to the history and economics not only of Merseyside, but of
the whole country, Birkenhead deserves to be remembered for another
reason. The pioneers of Birkenhead decided to layout the new town on
orderly, aesthetic principles. What opportunities. they had!
Here was a
perfectly dean sheet on which a town of growing importance and endless
possibilities was to be \planned.
A vast series of streets on the American gridiwn plan was started in
Hamilton Square was built by the Edinburgh architect Gillespie
Glaham (a spac~ being left for the town hall), but apart from the square
and a few neighbouring houses, the kerb stones of the great streets were
al. that materialised of the original plan. The very long and wide arterial
thoroughfares, such as Price and Cleveland Streets, and numerous smaller
ones, such as Beckwith and Livingstone Streets, are all part of the great
pattern, the 1ike of which can be seen nowhere else. But these beautiful
streets were built up with typical Industrial Revolution cottage property,
whereas the original plan was for fine stone houses of varying sizes in the
style of Hamilton Square.

1826.

Birkenhead grew too quickly for itself, and its chances were thrown
way. -r:he gridiron was far too ambitious, and planned on tJoo vast a
scale for the then requirements of the town; the yards and docks were
ever increasing, and there came an influx of destitute Irish with nowhere
to live or work. So the present houses were hurriedly built, and the railway has cut across the pattern, .Ieaving awkward triangular spaces.
The
when the
b:st seen
WIth Park

long streets to-day pre~nt. an attractive appearance at night,
street lamps converge in two endless, graceful lines. This is
from the Argyle St~eet end of Conway Street, which together
Road North and Laird Street, has a length of almost two miles.

One part of the plan which did fulfil expectation is the Park. Laid
out in 1847 by Sir [oseph Paxton, designer of Crystal Palace, at a time
when lOipenspaces in industrial towns were almost unknown, it is, with its
magnificent main entrance, something of which any town may be proud.

Further deveiopment of Birkenhead was unplanned and haphazard,
largely following the lines of old lanes. About 1860 the prex:nt writer's
great grandfather
bought a house in Oxton Road, where his pieas at
garden descended to the Happy Valley, where a river had flowed. This is
!lOW Borough
Road. The writer has spoken to a lady who remember-s
walking across cornfields from her home in Tranmere to Whetstone Lan-.
Birkenhead had in the rnid-r oth Century come to be known as the
.. City of the Future," where men might come to a new town for opportunities, and it can be seen that crowds of people coming to seek their
fortunes in an industrial town of the 19th Century were rather detrimental to the art of town planning.
With new industries and increased prosperity the town continued to
grow-Claughton,
Oxton, and Prenton have been incorporated as restdential districts, and now Wood church is being enveloped in a corporation
estate. A town with such a unique history presents many ·problems to tbe
civic designer, and a plan for further development and the rectification of
past errors has been prepared by two eminent architects. but its realisation seems unlikely.
So the rectangular plan-the
pavements of Brook
Street and Beckwith Street, Conway Street and Cathcart Street=-will remain as monuments to a magnificent "might have been."
E.H.H.

ON June

Apres-midi francaise
25th, M. Gacher organised a " Grande apres-rnidi francaise."

The programme comprised songs, sketches, monologues and corn-.
petitions. We were honoured by the pr:sence of .M. Chicoteau, the representative of the French Consul at Liverpool.
He was so impressed by
our performance that he officially invited us to give a repeat performance
et one of the short plays (" Le Bmit Court ") for the French Consul on
the July 14th celebration.
M. Chiooreau then had tea at the School with
t nc Headmaster
and Staff and the boys who took part. The afternoon's
programme started with the song" Alouette," which was followed by
" Le Bruit Court."
The 3A Boys gave a very good rendering of " Ma
Norrnandie,"
and M. Gacher came next with a monologue entitled"
Le
mort du loup," by Alfred de Vigny.
We had a short interval of five
minutes, followed by another short one-act play" L'autorite paternelle,"
and continued with an interesting game: entitled "Quitte
ou Double"
(we believe that the shop-assistant who counted out the 4:>0 • snooker
balls' is still in hospital recovering from a nervous breakdown).
Then
came one of the highlights of the afternoon-Mr.
Webb's excellent rep"
rcsentarion of the tirade from Moliere's play" L'Avare."
AIuhough the
afternoon was a complete success, we all agreed that the best performance
was by 4agg·~1:y.
In fact. we all agreed he was the most life-like tree
w •. had ever seen.

WE

regret to announce the death at Bombay in his fifty-second y~ar
of Mr. Thomas Bell, an old Instonian.
He was a civil engineer of
celebrity, holding the position of Chief Engineer to thf; Indian VI!cstc.n
Railway. After leaving the Institute, Mr. Bell assisted in the construction
or the Brornborough Oil Dock before going to India. At the moment of
his death, vast construction works, including the seventeen span Seval.a
Bridge, were in hand under Mr. Bell's superintendence,
This great bridge
-onc; of the most considerable railway works of recent years-will
be:
opened in July, and the event should remind our readers that the School
has produced several eminent civil engineers.

*

*

*

*

The whole School felt the menace of th<:;posters displayed by an unknown hand in mid-term. That he has genius in publicity none will deny .
." Watch this space!" may be an old dodge but it always works,
Our
posters were mor- subtle even than the" Beware the Ides of March" variety. They merely said "Le Vingt Neuf [uin " and left it at that.
Those who recognised the language of this announcement (and the even
more select few who could translate it) savoured its sinister import to the
full. As each successive issue carried the image (we use the word under
the poster's spell) of a bewhiskered apache or pefempoory gendarme, all
waited for what "he fateful day might bring-a
Saint Bartholornew of
patriots, the descent of a cobalt universe buster or merely another mark
sheet?

*

*

Time, which solves everything, at length resolved the above mystery.
Owing to an uncivilised examining body, the' vingt neuf ' was transmogrified into the 'vingt cinq,' and turned out to be a brilliantly successful
entertainment-e-a vaudeville conducted by Monsieur Gacher in his own
tongue.
Had the examiners who mark our French been privileged tu •
hear the impeccable accent of the performers and the spontaneous eclat
of the audience, we should no doubt have been created Chevaliers of the
Legion of Honour to a man and promoted to the Academy en bloc.
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We take pleasure in recording the award of a decoration DC an Old
Instonian in this summer's Birthday Honours. Mr. Ivor Bowen, principal
director of Equipment Research and Development (Air) at the Ministry
ol Supply becomes a Companion of the Order of St. MichaeI and St.
Ceorge. From the Institute .. Mr. Bowen proceeded to Liverpool University, and afterwards went on to Cambridge where he was research assistant
cl the famous physicist, Sir J. J. Thomson, at Trinity College.
He subsequently held appointments at t~1e Imperial College of Science and in
the Armament Research division of the Ministry of Supply, being at
one time chief of the Ministry's staff at Melbourne.
We offer Mr. Bowen
the heartiest congratulations of the School on his latest distinction.
:-;:

A party from the School paid two VISItSto the Philharmonic this
term. The highlights of the first programme, which was conducted by
Mr. James Robertson, were Bach's Sheep May Sttfely Graze and Benjamin
Britten's Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra.
The conductor at the second Concert was Mr. Rign:lld. The sensitiveerred among us preferred HandeI's Berenice Ooerture and the Elgar Serenade. for Strings to the more powerful orchestration of Richard Strauss.
;,:

*

This term we said " All revo.r " to ~1.Cacher who is leaving us to
take up a post in Algiers. H~ has been at the Institute for the past
year and has left a profound impression on the whole School in that very
short time. We in the Sixth form, who have known several French
Assistants, are unanimous (for once) in agreeing that he is the best we
have had so far. As a result, when the time came for him to leave, we
presented him with a School plaque and a silver propelling-pencil Dn recognition of his services to the School. We earnestly hope that he will
be very happy in his future career.

'"

*

*

*

*

*

ATKIN

STITT

1 [

TATE

I

(W'MINSTER!

HOUSE NOTES
ATKIN.
THIS

term has proved to be one of mixed fortunes.
In Cncket the
House has not done well. The Senior team lost to Tare and was
very fortunate to beat Stirr: the Junior team lost to both Tate and Westminster.
Two matches have still to be played, but, on the showmg so
far this term, Atkin deserves to occupy a very lowly position.
In Athletics the picture is a good deal brighter.
1 he House has
dune reasonably well so far in both the Individual and Standard competitions. Whether it manages to repeat the success of the last three years
remains to be seen. Whatever the outcome, certain boys in particular
deserve to be congratulated on their efforts. Among the Seniors, Hodgson and K. [ones have both tried very hard, Hodgson winning both the
Long and High Jumps. He is to be commended on breaking the record
in the latter event. T. A. Dodd set up :1 very fast tJace to win the 0880
yds. In the Intermediate section, Lee, Hopner, and Caldwell have reached
many of the finals, and, among the Juniors, Pierce, Halewood, Wylie,
Mathews, and Winder have done well.
0

STITT.
THIS

term has not been a very eventful one So far. Only four Cricket
matches have been played.
Stin Seniors played Atkin first, and
were v~ unlucky to lose. Stitr batted first and were all out in 13 avers
for 58 runs. Atkin then went in, and after an early collapse recovered
well to win in the last over.
Against Westminster, Scitt again batted first, and thanks to some enterprising batting, scored 41 all out in 13 avers. In reply, Westminster,
after a good start, collapsed from 27 for 3 to 27 for 9. Dean was mainly
responsible for this, taking 6 wickets for IS runs, including 4 for 0 in one
over. lanes, H. S., took 2 for J. and Longron I for II.

I!(

Stitr Juniors were badly beaten by Westminster Juniors. Stitt batted
first and wer<; all OUt for 23 runs,
In reply Westminster
passed their
score for the loss of one wicket.
Against T ate Juniors,the
Juniors did very well. They batted first
and scored 42 for 6. When T ate batted, Pinning 4 for 9 and Wild 6 for
Ij
soon had them back in th~ pavilion.
At the time of writing. these notes, the School Sports are still to
come, and it 1$ hoped that Stitt will improve on their position of 4th
last year.

SO far this

TATE.

term the House has been attended by somewhat mixed fortunes.
The senior Cricket team, which contained no prodigious
cricketers, as did the other three Houses, and which looked on paper to
be weil in the running for the wooden spoon, surprised everybody by
boating W estminster in the last two balls of the game, and following this
hy winning their match against Atkin by a surprisingly large margm. In
tlus latter match. all praise must be given to A. Jones and Wilkinson,
who between them scored 28 runs, and to J. G. Smith, who took 6 wickets
for 5 runs. A. [ones also bowled well. It is hoped that the teams will
produce a similar performance when they meet Stiu towards the end of
term.
The junior Cricket team, which, unlike its senior counterpart, looked
quite formidable on paper, beat Atkin by a wide margm, but then lost to
Sritt and Westminster by equally wide margins. There is considerable
talent among the junior members of the House, and We know that they
are capable of a better performance than this. It is hoped that in the
future they will show what they really can do.
With the athletics and summer mark sheets still to be decided, a
maximum effort is needed Irom every member if the House is to do well
111 the Coronation
Cup competition.
To Marston, House and School captain, now in Clatterbridge hospital, recovering from his so untimely illness, goes the sympathy of the
whole House. We wish you Jl ,speedy reQCvery, Malcolm, and t4e best
uf luck for your future.
rE.G.
WESTMINSTER.
WHILST
the men in whose hands the destinies of Westminster House
may he said to nave reposed in this rapidly dying School y= .have
htedy
had their heads imm~rsed in historical tomes of terrifying magnitude, the; rest of the House, left to itself, has not dome very sansfactoriiy,
In the senior Cricket matches Westminster 1051; narrowly to Stirr and
T ate; the match against Atkin has still ,tG be played of.f. The junior

Cricket team, however, has made up for these d!;f:::atsby winning all three
of its matches. Also, the House has had its fair share of rst XL places,
Mlthieson, Lindop, Taylor, and Walsh all playing regularly; and Lythgoe
has several times distinguished himself in the Colts XI.
The result of the Spring marksheets was surprising, for the House
finished bottom-s-a queer terminus for the "top dogs' in the Autumn
marksheets, and one that suggests that the Westminster boys in the
Lower School might profitably do a little more homework in future.
In the realm of Athletics it has again been impossible to ensure that
every boy does all the standards possible, owing 00 examination pre-occupations: it is not surprising therefore that once again the House starts
Sp'orts Day with a mighty deficit. A real effort is needed on the day.
Remember that Westminster expec-tsevery boy to do his duty.
In conclusion, I wish to thank all those boys in Westminster who
have pulled their weight, and the House-master, Mr. Webb, for his supervision throughout the year.
N.N.J.

Libraria
N0W

at last,'lik!; the hymn writer, we may well exult and sing" The
strife ,i,so'er, the battle done," as we svrvey the seven years spent at
the Institute, And what memories thos!; ye~rs conjure up! Our arrival,
just two years after Japan's capitulation before the latest triumph of
Western Physics, coincided with the Staff's restoration to full strength
once more. " Crush them or they will crush you " was the formula which
sent die-hards like Br**nt and H**ght*n for the Detention Book in those
grim days at the turn of the 'fifties; whilst the terrifying" Get to my
study, boy!" was your none too felicitous reward if the. H.M., on his daily
prowl, happened to catch you. They were halcyon days indeed, with Tojo
daily helping to reduce the gym piano to its present state of pathetic ineffectiveness; with a form in the middle of the school which strongly resembled d1.ebackwash of the Paris mob after the Terror in 1793 (better
a detention, one thought, than to £.'111 into their hands); and with a School
Captain who treated us like a private army every break, We have witnessed, too, two great events in the history of the School: the retirement
of Mr. Wynne Hughes in 19,)0, an:! of his successor, Mr. Harris, two
years later. While Mr. Hughes's exit can be described as the ending q.f a
chapter in our history, that of Mr. Harris marked the. end of an epoch,
and is like the ending of a great volume which can at last be returned to
the shelves, or, to vary the metaphor, like a grand harmonic finale. from
;1 small theme of a few notes announced back at the turn nf the century.
He was the last link connecting the School with pre 1914-18 times: the
days .of Victor Trumper, Clem Hill and F. R. Spofforoh; of W. G
Ct ace, Richardsnn and Lockwood,
.

Prefects had always fascinated us; we regarded tnern as the backbone
uf the School: a species of strong arm oracles to whom the harassed Staff
frequently had recourse, for aid mental and physical, against forms like
the above mentioned revolutionaries.
Sweet thought!
and quickly shattered after our own accession to power in 1953. Ln sober fact, our year of
office was a mere theatrical extravaganza:
"A spectacle of the reign of
tne Upper VI. as it used to be presented by that pretentious (but by no
means successful) trio the Arts Mob of 1953-4'" Act I. stretches to the
Christmas Exanunarion , an ineffective conclusion to the sensations of
fourteen weeks: Atkin beaten in the Senior House Rugby; the' dramatic
albeit unsuccessful attempt of tht:; Boss to quit the country via the Playhouse with two adherents: the inauguration of the Lenhamland system;
and N*wb*'s tremendous spate of tries. That term also was the hey-day
01 prefectorial persecution when second £ormers flew into detention at
the same speed as the Godly once fled from Babylon. Act n. takes us to
Easter with the vacillations of the producers becoming painfully evident:
were we to be historians or binmen?
French professors or dirt track
riders?
PT. instructors or Members of Her Majesty's forces?
In the
last tragic act the lights went out one by one:
West Brom. did not
achieve the double (and that itft m hopelessly out of pocket); N*wb*
dried up as a try fountain; and \)~ History Examination effected the ultinrate downfall of the unfortunate
Westminster
Assembly.
Cromwell
\ once said that nobody rises so high as he who knows not whither he is
going.
In one of his more penetrating
outbursts of candour, N*wb*
parodied this dictum brilliantly and asserted that" No one scores so many
marks as he who knows not what he is writing! ", If this is not true,
then our chances of success in the History examination art:; remote. Lower
VI. be warned in time!
Soon ye too shall witness the approach of that
Tune monster-the
Examiner Bird with his brilliant plumage of red pencils.
But the sands of time are running out; another chapter has ended in
the history of the School and also reminded us (as that other hymn says)
that the ever-wlli,ng stream of time bears all its sons away. We wonder
:r the School really does' wet:;p to see us naste away so soon' and find it
hard to believe that by next year, nay next term, our names will have
been relegated to the limbo of antiquity.
Taking it all round, however,
and notwithstanding
the fact that a certain Professor --might at
this moment be scrutinising our Scholarship History Scripts with the air
of a man who has a Greek unseen translation placed before him; nor that
the announcement .of our general doom is only two months away (shall
:.toe. be in the privileged "list of them that hope" ?); nor yet that, sooner
than we had anticipated, we may be proudly swelling the ranks of Her
Majesty'> forces, we agree that our seven years at the Institute has been
well worth while.
W.N.B.

Science Notes
THE

time of Visor notes has again arrived, and as th..:y were abs:::.~
from last term's issue, it is of great importance that we give ye:1
some of our news. We gladly turn our minds from our studies (i.e. those
of us who have been engaged in them) now that all our examinations are
past (with the exception of one foreigner in our midst).
Unfortunately
our number. small as it is (though we have nearly
twice as many as the arts mob) has been depleted through Marston's illness. We are pleased to hear thct he is at last recovering again. Some
of us have been to see him in hospital.
We hope that he will soon be
"ell again and able to be here for the last day of term.
The rest of this term will be spent in trying

to amuse ourselves to

avoid being bored. You may not like work, but when you have none to
do you are bored with School, unless there are other activities available.
The great day of the results does not come until the middle of August.
However, we have all been provisionally accepted at Universities.
This term. we have had the privilege of allowing the rest of the Schoo'
to hear our voices, and We are sure that they much enjoyed it and took to
heart the words of wisdom. Our responsibilities were taken over by our
junior 6th form members dUring the exams, and this accounts for any
unruly behaviour and drowsiness during that time. The School h rvc been
inclined to think that just because we have finished our exams they need
not do any work either.
It is sad to think that it may be our last appearance in Form No~e~
in the Visor afte- seven years, but we hope that our names may appear
i.l a more honourable settittg within its covers in the near future.
B.H.

Form Notes

WE are not

65.

goin~ to write you a ~onnet to Summer or tell yeu about
cur conducted tour around the local lunatic asylum. We are not'
going to try to be different by writing anything that is relevant or interesting.
In fact, if you consider that you have any literary taste at all,
you had better turn to lB. form notes, or to the " Letters from Old Boys
in prison» page immediately.
On the other hand, if you have only just
learnt to read, and you prefer Roy Rogers comics to Browning, you may
be able, with the aid of a couple of cylinders of laughing gas and a
slightly deranged mind, to crack a smile at' some of the tripe writtenhereunder.

c
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McH*dgs'''n (of the hagg.s-cashing nature) has passed through the
Maclavish and MacFudd phases to MacDonald, which we now learn
1;as been discarded i11 favour of the name Banks. However, at ieast we
don't ~wig gm in scnool like 4A. (back row please note!). Also, we refrain from adorning our desks with the names of acquaintances (friends
1:1 4A. of Barbara and Elaine please note!).
Pr*dg"r (6A thank Heaven), who has made for lumself a mighty
reputation as a man of words, has been tongue-tied whenever asked why
he is not going on this year's River Trip. Considering his remarkable
success with the fairer sex last year, we can't understand it. One school
of thought believes that following his rocket-like developments in affairs
(f the heart last year, he is afraid that another such affair might lead to
the blowing of a gasket. The other school of thought prefers the eminently simpler theory that the young lady will be waiting for him this
year-with a shotgun!
Ah, well, ., Censi pro Philippo," as the poet
didn't say. The aforesaid, inspired by his success in this field, has now
I';{I many members of the 5th into leading a Iife of sin. Several others
amongst us have blossomed out this term, and are conducting experiments
into the nature of a new (to them) universal constant; even our" mad
professor," whose speciality in Bowers at the moment is Lily of the
(render) V.alley.
Having 'seen the new artistic efforts in the" dinner "<room, we are
dying to know which master painted his self-portrait above the large ship
entering the Bag~bedecked harbour. We thank the artists for showing
that Science is best.
The next instalment of " Sixth Form Scandals," this -colossal, stupendous. magnificent, nerve-shattering, soul-searing. heart-rending and
passion-rousing series, will not unfortunatey appear until December. No
other magazine will print it, so order yom Visor now! ,,'Sixth Form
Scandals" is brought to you by Cheetharn and Moppitr Ltd., makers of
the famous " Even less than That" toothpaste, which is so efficient that
you don't have to use any at all! Buy a family 5-gallon tin to-day and
hr-ve the wonderful pleasure of actually watching your teeth decay!
In general, we enjoy life in the Sixth, but, as Naravarsilarakoffsky
the Thick once said, "Every silver lining has a cloud," which at the
moment is the prospect of eXams., a.(ter which several of us are considering careers in the Foreign Legion-who knows, one day they may even
make us sergeants.
In closing we would like to congratulate Mr. Gacher £or an excellern
"apres-midi francaise." Best wishes go with him for his prospective
career as next-week's Prime-Minister of France.
Our sincerest condolences to two of our members in their recent
bereavements.
J.E.G.-P.H.

6A.
AS

usual the form has covered itself with glory this term. D:spite the
fact that we nave lost Ainslie, we seem to be able to hold our own
with the" Science Mob."

I myself paid a visit to the Advanced Physics Lab. Here, under the
direction of the Curators-Messrs.
H**g**ty and L*nt~:n-I was shown
'some repulsive biological specimens. I can tolerate these wretched creature,'. provided they are kept in the Lab., but I wish these hard-hearted
scientists would not bring antiquated, frizzled rats into the Library-most
distasteful to students of Marlowe. By the way, the hard-hearted trait
is best depicted in "Macfudd.!'
&th 6A. and 6S. will be going on the River Trip this year. It is
noticeable that H**th (Oil-can Harry) had paid his 2j6 before anyone
else had heard that the trip had been arranged. "Oil-can"
must be a
very enthusiastic geographer-or
does he find some other attraction aboard
lne "Royal Iris"?
Ah, yes; probably the diesel engmes!!
(I don't
think).
The School was obviously delighted by the brilliant and talented actby Messrs. Phipps, Lindop, K. W. [ones and Prodger, etc. (all form
6A.) in the French afrernoon. The best actor-indeed,
by far the best
<':tor-from
6S. was Haggerty, who (bedecked with greenery from the
[unior School garden) posed as a tree for IS minutes.
11g

Unfortunately, I am not a p.olific "mud-slinger,"
duty to do so, I have done my best!

but as it

IS

my

To our regrcr, Monsieur Gacher has to leave us this term. Tht; Sixth
are especially grateful for his services, and wish to congratulate him on
lu, "French Afternoon "-it really was a splendid show, As a result of
this, we are to do a repeat performance of the piay " Le Bruit Cou.t "
before the French Consul, on July 14th. We all wish Monsieur Gacher
every success in his career and hope he wiil visit us agai~ some time.
J.R.A.O'H.

A

LL the world knows that, when we returned to the School last September, we entered the year of our dreaded contest with the' J.M.B.
Now that all that is over our members may be seen disporting themselves
and rejoicing in various parts of the School premises. Whether our preVIOUS studies excluded any possibility
of our writing for the V,ror, or our
examination has sapped our inspiration, is not clear, but the only contribution that we have produced is F. W. Taylor's article on
"

THE

GREAT

WALL

OF CHINA.

The Chinese Emperor, Chin Shik Wh ing Hid that he would prevent
th<' Tartars from the north from raiding Northern
China, and this is
how he did it.
Emperor Chin l.ved in the 3rd century B.C., and his way of
ing his Empire was to build a wall round the land boundary. Two
walls of brickwork, each 2500 miles long, were built on granite
tions, and the spa::e between them was filled up with stone and

protectparallel
found i~arth.

The wall is twenty to thirty feet high. twenty-five feet wide at the
base, and fifteen feet wide at the top. At regular two hundred yard intervals, there are watch towers forty to fifty feet high.
Proof that the workmen knew their trade all right
the fact that 1400 mile •••of the wall still stand to-day.

is borne out by

It is said that t're Great Wall is the one evidence of man's
activity which could be seen by an observer on the moon.

earthly

SB.
THERE
w,as not a great a>.llo~nt of good work received from this form,
_. but, as tae; are entangled 111 the throes of the General Certificate of
Education, this can be excused.
\/V'C open with form notes written by
J. G. Smith.
At last our days at the B.I. are drawing to a close. Nothing very
notabl- has happened to us this term. Although many of our members
have played for their various House Cricket teams, only one of our members nas been able to gain a place in the School rst XI., that one being
Walsh.
We are now in the middle of the 'General Certificate; of EducaIon Examination, and, although there is not !low much sign of w':)[ry in
the form, I think we shall be glad to g<;;tit over now that it is here. Four
cf our form have been picked to represent the School at the Birkenhead
School Sports, but none of them stands a chance of winning,
We new
livt; in the old 4A. room, and, as it is one of the highest fornl rooms in
the school, the fun we can haVe throwing things out of the window is
boundless.
We are forbidden to lean out of these windows, as someone
tr.ay fall out and damagt; the beautiful, painted railings at the bottom.
The form has now been reduced to nineteen.
Blyth has joined the navy
to see the world (" all the nice; girls love a sailor "); Beaumol1t has enrolled
i,l the police force to ~orce
law and order (we hope); Bell hu g:m(
to Lever's; D. F. Jones I.~ on the way to becoming an electrical ~ngineer:
Thwaire is making planes, and Stevenson is a motor mechanic.
I must
finish now; for I have to catch up on my swotting for the G.c.E.

Our next article is one that is very topical.
Davies, and is entitled:

It was written

by K.

THE HORSE SHOW.
A good horse show usually includes a wide selection of horses of all
breeds and uses. These range from the horses which take part in the
intricate manoeuvres of the" Haute Ecole" events to the highly-decorated heavy-draught horses. There are different events for the appearance
of the horses, their obedience and skill, and for their running and jumping
power~. Perhaps the most interesting is the show jumping event.
In
this event both horse and rider must be expert judges of timing. distance,
and of each other. The jumps range from simple over rails to walls,
gates, and bushes. The next interesting event is the dressage or " Haute
Ecole " event, in which the rider needs perfect control of his horse, in
order to make it perform the actions ordered by the judge. These manceuvres look very easy when done by experts, but when one tries them
oneself the difficulty is soon realized. The heavy draught horses are
usually decorated with.ribbons
and flowers which sometimes completely
hide the horse itself. Another event not yet mentioned is the hackney
0;' light-harness
horse event. There are many horseshows in the spring
and summer, and they are becoming more and more popular.

Our last article was contributed by A. Macdonald and is entitled:
THROUGH

THE SOUND

BARRIER.

The sound barrier is caused when, at a speed grea+er than 760 m.p.h.,
~i, becomes almost solid, producing great stress on both 'planes and pilots.
/, spectator may hear an aircraft break through the sound barrier by the
supersonic bangs, but in the cockpit the p.lor hears nothing as he is travelling faster than sound, When passing through the Sound Barrier,· a
pilot wears a special suit to prevent him from "blacking-out" in the thin
air at high altitudes. A ten-ton fig~lter, when passing through the Sound
Barrier, wobbles as if its wings have been torn off. The controls reverse
themselves, so that if a 'plane turns to the right, a pilot must not try to
turn the 'plane in the normal way, as it will turn further to the right.
Tt, bring a 'plane back to the" subsonic" side of the Barrier, the pilot
must reverse his controls again. After a pilot has broken through the
Sound Barrier, he feels limp and weak because of the tremendous pressure
which has been exerted on him. When the pilot has gone through the
Sound Barrier, another obstruction arises in the path of high speed- flying,
that is to say the Thermal Barrier. The speed of an aircraft while passing through the Sound Barrier generate~ enough heat to weaken metals,
and an alloy shell that can withstand such heat must be used to protect
the pilot.

THE
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standard of articles from this form was very high, but owing to
lack of space many articles have been omitted. Gontributors who
just failed to have articles printed were K. Hopner, P. Jones, W. J. Arthur,
J. R. Newcornbe, and D. Matthews. A. [ones commences with:
THE WIDTH OF A CRICKET BAT.
Thomas" Shock" White, of Reigate in Surrey, is famous in cricket
history, because it was due to his exploit that the regulation width for
cricket bats came tJO be introduced. Whilst playing in a match on September 23rd, 1776, White came out to bat carrying a bat that was so wide
that it completely obscured the bowler's view of the wickets. Then, were
immediate protests from the fielders, and a penknife was used to whittle
it· down to a reasonable size.
Two days later, the Hambledon Cricket Club-the
most famous club
ir. England at the time (Lancashire is now the most famous)-regulated the size of a bat to four and a quarter inches. Thus ended White's
attempt to be " the batsman who could never be out."
There were a great many articles on the subject of aeroplanes, the
best of which was D. S. Hodson's
HIGH ALTITUDE FFL YING.
British jet aircraft, such as the Comet, which fly between 35,000 and
40,000 ft., are gaining high-altitude wind and weather experience. They
make use of the winds, when they can be reliably forecast, but they often
strike turbulent regions, and severe gusts. B.O.A.C. research has shown
that these regions are usually from 50 to 100 miles wide, but a change of
altitude of 300 ft. by the pilot can take the aircraft into calm air. The
strongest wind recorded by B.O.A.C. was over 350 m.p.h. These winds
are unpredictable, and so far have not been satisfactorily explained,
Finally, we have C. V. Kellett's article On·
THE NORTHERN
LIGHTS.
The Aurora Borealis, 'ofoen called the Northern Lights is a natural
phenomenon in the form of a luminous quivering glow. It can be seen
a' night in th~ sky, in northern latitudes, usually between 50 and 300
miles from the earth's surface. On its commencement, it takes the form
of an arch, and displays almost any colour from grey to a brilliant yellow.
Some auroras are very beautiful and have magnificent streamers. These
often stretch in straight or wavy lines for hundreds of miles. The cause
cf this ~ectacle is unknown, although it is almost certainly connected
with the emanations of the sun. A pecular hissing sound often accompanics these aurora di5lplays. This effect also, is unexplainable.
In
March, 1926, a crimson aurora was seen over London. The name Aurora
Borea1is is derived from Aurora, meaning the Roman goddess of Dawn,
and Boreas, meaning the north wind.

WE begin 4B. notes with an article by D. Garn,ham whic,h he calls:
A VISiT 10 THE MERSEY TU NEL.
One Saturday in May I was allowed to go behind the; scenes in the
iviersey Tunnel at Liverpool, where the main control _90m 1S situated.
Inside the control room a man is seated behind a large desk, which has
('11top of it a chart, a switch board, and an illuminated diagram of the
tunnel. If any accident takes place in the tunnel the man records it on
th,. chart. Behind him there is a semi-circle of gauges, charts, dials,
levers, lights and bells which regulate the air flow, oxygen flow, the traffic,
and the water. The traffic is counted by means of light beams directed at
light-$ensitive cells, and when a vclIicle breaks this beam it registers on
a' dial in the control room. There is one of these beams ~r every entrant<!
of the tunnel. If a vehicle is too high for the slow lane another beam
causes a bell to ring in the toll gate, and the vehicle is directed to the
fast lane. In the tunnel there are many air-shafts. 111ey contain large
fans which drive air through the tunnel at over one hundred cubic feet
per minute.
Throughout t..1;etunnel there is enough electric cable to
stretch half way across the Atlantic Ocean. Underneath the; roadway of
the tunnel there is another tunnel which was used as a control room during the war when the: official main control room was bombed.
The symbol of the Mersey Tunnel is three buddhas in a triangle, the
large one at the top meaning transport, and the two small ones depicting
mghr and day: thus the whole symbol means" Transport day and night."
Next we have an article by R. Hodson which he calls
OLYMPIC

GAMES.

The world's most important international contest is the Olympic
Games. Representatives from every country in the world take part.
The modem Olympic Games date only from eighteen ninety-six, but they
may be regarded as a descendant of the ancient Greek Games.
For more than a thousand years these games were held in July of
every fourth year in the honour of the God Zeus, in the valley of Olympia in Elis, where in a sacred grove the greatest artists of the land built
temples and statues dedicated to nhe Olympian Zeus. After sacrifices had
been made to the gods the athletes marched to the stadium where the
events took place. At firSt the only event was a two hundred yards sprint,
but later this gave way to the Pentanhlon. This consisted of rU1llling;
wrestling, jumping, and throwing the javelin and the discus. Other trials
of strength and skill were added still later, and included boxing and
chariot racing.
The prizes were simple wreaths from a sacred olive tree planted
according to tradition, by Hercules, the founder of the Games.
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We conclude with an article on birds by D . [ones.
BIRDS.
During the winter the commonest birds are the robins, thrushes,
blackbirds, house sparrows, and crows. These birds nest in the early
spring. The robin lays its eggs twice a year and by nhe time the summer
birds are about, these birds have hatched their young.
During the summer we see a great variety of birds which have';flown
to this country ror the warm weather. An example of the hibernating
birds is the swallowwhich can be found flying around farm houses. This
bird can reach 60 m.p.h, in flight. In Scotland there are eagles, but these
are very hard to find as they build their nests high up in the mountains.
In Dartford there is a small bird which is called the Dartford warbler.
This bird can be found in the marshes.
When one is walking in the country one cannot miss the distinct
sound of the pewit or lapwing and that of the cuckoo and stock-dove.
Often the sKy1arkcan be seen singing high up in the sky. When walking
across marsh land or following a stream one may see a water-hen or a
king-fisher. The water-hen is a small dark bird which makes its nest by
the side of a river or pond. TI1e king-fisher is a smaller bird than the
water-hen and makes its nest in a hole in the bank of a river.
We now come to the sea birds, the largest of which is the albatross.
This bird has the largest wingspan of all birds, and it is said to bring bad
luck to any sailor who kills one. The commonest Sf;3 bird in Britain is
the sea-gull. This bird has a wingspan of about 24 inches. Other sea
birds that are common to Britain are the petrel, the oormorant, the shag
and the diver.

I.

J.

Stanley begins 3A's. contributions with an article on
THE STONE OF DESTINY.

Legend tells us that the Stone of Destiny, or Stone of Scone-the
coronation seat of ancient Scottish kings-was the pillow of J acob at
Bethe!. It is generally known that the stone was removed to London by
I:dward I., and it can now be seen beneath the Coronation Chair in
Westminster Abbey. But there is an old Perthshire tradition that when
the monks of Scone heard of the approach of Edward I. and of the depredations carried out in his advance northwards, they hid .the Stone of Destiny and substituted a block of local sandstone in its place.
The author of "Highways and Bywaysin Central Scotland" tells that
while he was conversing with the Earl of ,M.ansfield,the subject of the
Perthshire tradition arose. The Earl said that about ISO years ago twO
ellliployeesof the Dunsinane Estate found an opening in the side of Dunsinane Hill. The ffie..~ entered, and at lengoh came upon a cavern in which

'hey found a stone slab supported on pillars. There were traces of hieroglyphics on the stone, On a subsequent visit to the hill they were unable to find the entrance owing to a landslide. About sixty years ago
iFwas rediscovered owing to the fact that the Laird of Dunsinane employed
men to Gartyout excavations on the site of Macbeth's fort on the s~mmit
of Dunsinane Hill. Towards the end of the excavations the underground
chamber was again round. :Wh~~ the hieroglyphics were translated they
read: "The Shadow of a Kingdom till sylphs in air carry ?Ie to Bethel."
The stone was similarin size and shape to the Scone Stone, but was
of a much heavier material-possibly of meteoric origin.
AI! the early Scots historians are unanimous in describing tl~e stone
as being 0.£ a heavy material " a gvit marble stone." It must certainly
have 'be~n of 'durable composition, to have' been transferred, as the old
tradition says, through ~gyPt, Spain, Ireland, and Iona to Scone.' The
present Coronation Stone is however of red sandstone, Is-the Dunsinane
stone the Stone of Destiny? Certain it is that 'the obvious care taken to
hide the stone and, most significant, the reference to Bethel on th~ stone,
give stnongsupoort to the tradition of substitutio~ in 1296.
•

p

•

•

Does it now lie cobwebbed and dusty in the vaults of some Scottish
manor" or moss-grown in a corner of a burial groun4, qr on, Fh~ bleak
hillside from where itcame?
. Next T. Hardy writes about
THE TOWER OF REFUGE.
The T ower of Refuge on the Flakes of Canister in Dougias Bay, Isle
of Man, was built through the eff6r~s and largely at the expense of Sir
William Hillary. Many a good ship and many a fishing smack had found
their destruction on the sunken reefs .the " St. George," the Manx packetboat, was driven oh the cocks. Sir Wil!iam lived in what is now Fort
Anne Hotel directly overLooking the harbour and bay, and as he stood
at his windows he saw th~ crew and passengers struggling in the surf of
the sea, and heard their agonising cries for help.
,In 1823 Sir William founded the National Lifeboat Institution and
himself took part in many a rescue. He~ce the idea of the Tower of
Refug~ was carried to completion. When there is a very low tide, peoplmay walk out to the tower.
•
Sir William is buried in St. Goo£ge;s churchyard.

IT- was an extremely difficult task to .sele~t artiClt;sfor 3B.'s.colu~n,: due
, , t.o the large number of good contrr~)UtIo_rtS.
Among the)es,$.fortunatessayists 'were K. E. Newton, D. Harford, R. A. [onesand A. Copeland.

F. G. Snowden commences with an article entitled
LATE FOR SCHOOL (written from experience).
The bell of the small green alarm clock heralds the birth of a new
day. I sle~pily pull off the blankets and stagger into ~he bathroom. I
wash my face and hands, dry them and, still v~ry tired, I dress.
It is a bright summer's day, and not the sort of day when one wishes
to be at school surrounded by those French and .Maths books.
Having hastily gulped a cup of milk and eaten a Iew biscuits, I heave
U', my blazer and plant my cap on my head. Glancing at the clock, I see
that it is c;;ight-thirty. What!
Late again? A million thought.s rush
through my head-can I make it?
Now, fully awake for the first time, I dash into the street and race to
the bus stop. But there it goes, the number fifty-two-my bus. Oh Gosh!
not again ... Wait! here comes the number eleven. It only goes to
Charing Cross, but it will have to do.
Once aboard, 0ne is in '! world of one's own-a fidgeting, nervous
world, in which one is wondering and hoping. I am just in the act of
vowing never to leave it so late again when .I realise that I am at the stop.
I am in so much of a hurry that I almost fall down the stairs. I start
racing along Whetstone Lane, stumbling and still hoping.
At last I reach the School. Will the front door be open? ... No!
Oh! What shall I do? I race round to the back of the School, up the
steps and flop exhaustedly against the door. I must not lose hope yet.
Perhaps I shall be able to sneak past the "T're " in charge. I try the
door-it is locked. What!
But how? . . . .
Then, slowly the terrible truth dawns upon me; the horrible truth,
mocking me from all sides-It's Saturday!
M. D. Williams continues by giving us a brief history of
THE PENNY.
The penny has a long history. Offa, King of Mercia in the Sch
Century, first coined it, using as a model a continental coin known as a
., denarius." From this word we get the sign 'd' in £ s. d. A denarius
was a Roman silver coin worth approximately 8d. From the time of OfEa
until 1257, the penny was always a silver coin; in the latter year a gold
penny was issued by Henry Ill., worth twenty silver pennies. Silver coins
continued to be coined until 1661, but no copper pennies were minted
until 1797, though copper halfpennies were in circulation in Charles Il.'s
reign. The bronze penny, as we know it to-day, is very recent; it dates
from 1860.
We continue with A. Copeland's
THREE FAMOUS BRIDGES.
Te![o:'d, that famous engineer, built many bridges. The two most
famous ones are the Menai Bridge, which stretches. between the Welsh

coasc and Anglesey, and Conway Bridge, across the River Conway. Both
these bridges are made of iron, and are over a hundred and twenty years
old. They are both suspension bridgc::s.
The bridge over the Firth of Forth in Scotland is known as the
Forth Bridge. It is made of iron and steel and is a railway bridge. The
painting of the bridge takes about three and a half years, and therefore
it is always being painted. Some tubular-steel stanchions are large enough
for a tube train to run through them; they are used instead of girders.
The bridge is over one mile in length.
F,inally we have an article by D. Stubbs, enoitled
RUBBER PRODUCTION IN :tHE AMAZON BASIN.
The best rubber formerly came from Brazil. It grew wild in the
Amazon Basin and came from the Hevea tree, which was sqw;;red about
the forest. Natives, living in isolated huts, made a "round" of these
trees every day. They made a CUt in each tree so that the latex (sap)
could drip into a clay bowl, which was placed at the side of the tree.
In the late afternoon they made a second "round," colkcting the
latex.
'TI1ey then hardened it by pouring it over a stick, which was
arranged in a spit-like fashion over a fire. Thus, a ball of rubber was
formed on the stick. Afcer several collections, the natives took their
rubber to a trading post, in canoes.
Brazil wished to keep its rubber monopoly, and therefore would not
allow any to leave the country, but in 1879 an Englishman, Henry Wickham, smuggled. g canoe of rubber seeds' out of Brazil, and had them
planted in a hothouse at Kew. Later they were taken' to Malaya, and
formed the basi's of Malaya's great industry.
.
2A.
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first article is by Duggan who tells us about

THE 1954 GRAND PRIX.
The 1954 Grand Prix Motor Race was held on two successive days,
Saturday and Sunday rath and 13th June. On Sarurday the fifty-seven
competitors of all nationalities lined up for the unique Grand Prix starting
method. This start is put into action by the drivers running to their cars
from a distance, jumping in and driving away. So at 4 p.m. on Saturday
at Le Mans in France the race started. For 24 hours the fifty-seven cars
were racing round the seven mile track which is made up of main French
highways. They did not stop except for re-fuelling and re-tyring which
W85 done approximately evety 300 miles.
For a whole day and a whole
night the driver's mechanics, usually two to each car, were kept busy
changing the tyres and putting oil, petrol and water into their respective
tanks. I think it is very sporting of the organis<'2fsof Le Mans, the
Automobile Club de L'Ouest, to give these mechanics a prize as well if
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their car wins or comes second, The first prize for this race is 2 million
francs. This prize was won by Italy with a " Ferran."
. Second Prize, one million francs, was won by England with a " Jaguar." Third was America with a "Cunningh2.m," and fourth was Belgium with a privately entered" Jaguar.."
Kay describes
A VISIT TO THE GAS-WORKS.
When I visited the Gas-works opposite IX> Cammel] Laird's I was
astounded by all the intricate machinery which is needed to make the gas.
("'ne of the buildings we visited was the furnace room which, funnily
Gn0ugh, was on the top floor of a four-storey building. The furnare heats
~Ip to around 400-500 degrees c. and it was quite hot in there, so I was
glad when we came down and went into the canteen. As we Were walking
round we went into a room where 'three men were experimenting.
They
showed us some very marvellous apparatus which we looked at. We were
given a leaflet which described and illustrated the method of preparing
the gas. Last of all we went to the LOpof a gas-holder.
Lastly Morgan tells us of
A VISIT TO LIVERPOOL CATHEDRAL

OVER WHITSU

On Whit Monday, in spite of the fact that it rained hard for most
Jf the day, I visited Liverpool Cathedral in the afternoon at 3 o'clock to
hear a Bach recital of organ music gi~en by Noel Rawsthome.
As the
recital did not start until 3- I 5 p.rn, I had a chance to look around. The
organist may play one of two consoles: a detached one on the floor, on
the N.E. side of the Central Space and some distance away from the pipes
to which it is connected by means of electricity, or from one about 20
feet from the ground on the North side of the Chancel. Although Mr.
Goss Custard, the regular organist, always plays from the detached console
Rawsthorne, his deputy, plays on the other. From the Chancel of the
Cathedral, the organ pipes are placed in two parts in two chambers on
either side of the Chancel about ~enty feet from the ground.
One writer has said that it is better to play from the detached console
because" the player hears his giant instrument in almost perfect balance
as opposed to audition from the original console which is with the sections of the organ on the North side of the Chancel." However, Rawsthorne played from the ariginal console this afternoon, and gave a superb
recital; the best piece was Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D minor.
So cleverly did he play this brilliant piece of music that the. echo
which usually spoils Fugues, was scarcely noticed.

G. Lyon begins 28's contributions with an account of 'the remarkable
achievements of
ROGER BANNISTER.
When Bannister ran the mile race, he started off in second place
with Chris Brasher first and Chris Chataway ~hird. All three kept their
positions until 250 yards from the winning post when Bannister took over
the lead from Chris Brasher.
This spurt made by Bannister to pass Brasher was not only to win
the race, but to try to break the world record, which he did in the excellent time of 3 minutes 59.4 seconds. Brasher finished second, and
Chataway in third place.
Later Bannister competed in the half-mile race. He held the lead
for nearly all the way but within 75 yards of the finish, Stanisaw J ungwirth, a Czechoslovakian, overtook him, and so won the race. Roger
Bannister finished second.
Next R. Easdown writes about
PIGEON RACING.
One of the oldest and most interesting sports in this country a.nd
many others is pigeon racing. The birds which the fanciers propose to
send away are ringed with a silver and with a rubber ring, The silver
ring is put on when the pigeon hatches out of the egg. The rubber one
is put on at the start of the journey which is made by train. When the
pigeons reach the place appointed by the Federation, they are released,
but if the weather forecast is unsatisfactory, the Federation postpones
their release. When the birds come back to their lofts their rubber ring
is immediately taken off, and put in a dock which records the time they
returned.
Finally P. Robinson has written some notes on
BRITISH BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
The most common British animal is the rabbit, which is a p~st to
farmers, because it eats corn and damages fences. Another pest, the mole,
burrows under fields causing small mounds of earth to aPlpear'on top, which
you may see if you are out walking in me country. But the fur of the
mole is valuable' for it is very silky. The fox is also a nuisance to farmers
because it kills their poultry, but it will never attack a human or a large
dog unless it is cornered. The badger is very rarely seen, because it
mostly comes out of its" set" at .night time. It is very brave and strong
. The most common British bird is the house-sparrow, which lays small
white eggs with black markings. A much rarer bird, the peregrine falcon, is carnivorous, and attacks smaller birds.'
.. .

lA.
D. Roberts writes on
CASTLES OF NORTH WALES.
There is a magnificent chain of castles extending along the North
Wales coast from Flint, near Chester, to Aberystwyth in Mid-Wales.
Most of them were built by Edward I. He defeated Llewellyn who was
forced to give 'Up land to the King. The King started by building Flint
and Rhuddlan Castles. Later the work moved on to Conway, Harlech,
and Beaumaris.
In 1277 Edmund, the King's brother, began to build the Aberystwyth Castle. It is uncertain when Caernarvon Castle was started, but it
is said to have been about 1283 when the King promised a charter to the
town. Criccieth is said to have been built at the same time as Caernarvon.. It is a small castle built on a rock by the sea.
In the following hundred years the Castles were neglected and became ruins. AJI these Castles are found by the sea shore.
Next Farrer tells of
THE APPOINTING OF THE NEW MAYOR OF BIRKENHEAD.
On Monday, May 24th, the Town Council elected the new Mayor
of Birkenheac!.
First came the Town Councillors, and five minutes later the Mace
Bearer entered the Council Ghamber and 'ordered silence. He then announced the Mayor, and everyone stood up until the Mayor, Mr. Short,
had come in and sat down on a big chair, in front of the Council.
A member of the Council then arose and made a speech, saying that
b.· thought Mr. Platt deserved to be Mayor, because he had performed
great services to Birkenhead. Another member then seconded the proposal. Both members went out in order to bring in Mr. Platt. The
Mace Bearer took from Mr. Short the chain of office and his gown and
piaced them on Mr. Platt, who then read out the declaration and signed
1 book. The proposer and the seconder also signed this book.
Some business was then discussed,after which the ceremony was over.
Hill givc;sus some facts on
ROCKETS.
Although the first rockets were put together some 750 years aglO,the
science of rockets is only about thirty years old. The Chinese first used
rockets to frighten the horses of fierce raiding tribesmen. They were later
used by Rajah Hyder Ali in a rebellion in 1780. These rockets drove the
British tight off the field at Guntar.
A British Colonel p£ artillery read about this and began to experiment
and design war rockets; his name was Williarn Congreve. Rockets were
frequently used in war until 1900 when they were abandoned. To-day

there is much speculation over flight. to: other planets, but this proposiric.i
presents many problems such as fuel, etc.
Lastly Winder describes
CHESTER CATHEDRAL.
One day during the Easter holidays we went to Chester. We went
round the Cathedral which is t~e chief church "in the Diocese of Chester,
and if you live in Cheshire, it is your Cathedral. In it stands the Bishop's
Throne d the Diocese. Chester Cathedral was not always a Cathedral,
for up to the time of Henry VIII., Cheshire was part of the Diocese o(
Lichfield. The building was an Abbey then. The Abbey was founded
not many years after the Norman Conquest, but before that there was a
Scxon Church close by the site of the Abbey.
The Cathedral does not look very big f-rom the outside, bu whc.
you travel round inside, you find it is very big. The carving and stonework are very beautiful, and there are many stained glass windows. It
really is a wonderful building and one well worth a visit.
1.8.

THE

form submitted much excellent work, and the editors experienced
great difficulty in selecting the best articles. The first one chosen
i~ by A. Bird, and he calls it
.
WHILE WE SLEEP.

Night is ch..: natural ti ie for us to sleep, but many things go on
during the night for our well-being and safety. Your breakfast herring
was caught the night before, and transported along the road in the dead
of night, so that you can eat it fresh. Doctors and nurses have to sit up
all night because pain waits for nobody. Farmers have to be alert, because calves can be born, or sheep may be troubled by dogs. In the pits
it makes no difference whether the sun shines or the moon's woik is
still going on. The policeman patrolling the beat is always alert. All'the
while we have our heads on our pillows.
Next D. Lewis tells us about
THE TOLLUND MAN.
Some time ago the =r= of a man was foundin a peat bog in Denmark. This man is said to be two thousand years old. The body had
been so well preserved by ~he coffin carved our of an oak tree, in wh{ch i"
was placed, that scientists were able to find out what the T ollund Man
had eaten fur his last meal. It consisted mainly of seeds such as maize
and corn, and many other things, mixed with water.
.
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Some people think that the T ollund Man was murdered, but scriptures tell us that many people were sacnhced in those days. Some people
were hanged and buried on a hill, and some wt;r'ehanged, put into a coffin,
and thrown into a peat bog. The scientists think that the T ollund Man
was sacrificed tIC> some god.
Finally C. Myers writes about
MAKING POTTERY.
The materials used in the making of earthenware are china and ballclay, china-stone, and flints. The days are mixed with water separately,
and then the correct amounts of each ingredient are carefully blended
together to produce the fine clay for the p<>ttersto work.
The right
amount of each ingredient is pumped into a measured tank. Then the
pug-mill kneads the clay into a fine even texture.
Plates are made on il revolving disc; the p<>ttershapes ~ back by
lowering the profile. Cups are sh-ped on a ball of clay; handles are
fixed to cups by a mixture of water and clay. When the clay article is
dry it is placed in an oven until it is hard and durable. Then it is
dipped in a creamy glaze, and heated again in an oven.
Finally the
Ware is decorated by stencil or hand painting.

Cricket
1ST

XI.

With eight members of last season's undefeated team still left with
the results of the rst XI. to date have not been as good as it was
reasonable to expect. Of 10 matches played 4 have been won, 5 lost, and
I drawn.
All the matches lost except that against Liverpool Institute
have been lost by a comparatively narrow margin, and might well have
been won if a little more enterprise had been shown. Our defeat by
Quarry Bank H.S. was particularly disappointing to us, after dismissing
our opponents for the comparatively low score of SI and ourselves scoring
18 before the first wicket fell, a subsequent collapse resulted in our reaching the meagre total of 31. The main cause of our failures has, in fact,
been the poor quality of the batting, which has generally been diffident
and ineffective especially against slow bowling. The weakness of the
team in this department may be gauged from the fact that out of 100 in.
c1ividualinnings played, only 14 have reached double figures, and of these
~ occurred in one match. Only Marrs has, consistently batted with any
appearance of confidence, though Roberts has shown himself capable of
attack when he has stayed long enough. Both the bowling and 6eldin~
hve greatly improved ducing the course of the season, and good perU~.

formances in bowling have been g:l'Cn by Mathieson, Roberts.. Dean, ar.d
Lndop, H. S. Jones has kept wicket well, but must be more on the lookout for opportunities of stumping.
The best individual :erformances have been:In batting: Marrs, 24 against Calday, 20 agairm Holt H.5.; and
Roberts, 2 I against Oldershaw C.S.
In bowling: Mathieson, 8 for 4 against Oldershaw C.S. and 6 for 5
against Rock Ferry HS.; Dean, 6 for 21 against Liverpool Collegiate
School: Roberts, 6 for 15 against Quarry Bank HS. and 5 for 3 against
Wirral C.S.
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June

R.esults in full to date are:I-V. Rock Ferry H.S.~Lost by 2 wkts. (44 and 4S for 8).
8-v. Park HS.-Lost by 3 wkts. (48 and 49 for 7).
I2-V. St. Anselm's College-Won by S wkts. (75 and 80 for ~).
IS-V. Holt HS.-Drawn
(Holt IOI~B.1. 68 for 8).
19-V: Calday CS-Won
by S wkts. (43 and 46 for 5)·
22-V. Oldershaw CS-Won
by 38 runs (S8 and 20).
26-V. Liverpool Collegiate School-Lost by 2 runs (44 and 42).
S-v. Liverpool Institute-Lost by 8 wkts. (50 and 53 for 2).
19-V. Quarry Bank H.S.-Lcs~ by 22 runs (53 and 31).
23-V. Wirral CS-Won
by 2 wkts. (4S and 46 for 8).

UNDER 13 XI.
The Under 13 XI. have to date played one match v. Park H.S., which
they won. The team contains a number of promising young players who
should make useful members of the Colts XI. next season.
COLTS XI.
The Colts XI., ably led by their captain, Fitzgerald, have enjoyed
I successful season.
The majority of the team have not had the opportunity of demon.
snaring their prowess with the bat, being seldom called upon, for the five
victories out of the six matches played have been won by six or more
wickets. However, they have proved their ability in the bowling which
has been keen and good throughout.
With four matches remaining to play further successes are assured.
Fitzgerald tops the batting with an average of 17.3, and Watt, who
has bowled extremely well, heads the bowlers with an average of 2-3.
FIXTURES

May
May
May
May
June
June

AND

RESULTS.

..

8-v. Park High School-s-Won by 6 wkts. (48 "and SI for 4).
l3-V. s.t. Anselms-Lost ( 72 for 8 and 39).
1S'-":"V.
Holt High School-Won by 7 wkts. (41 and 44 for 3).
22-V. Oldershaw CS-Won by 2 wkts. (~7 and 3q for 8).
s-Wirral Grammar School-Won (46 and 50 for
19-V• Quarry Bank School-Won by 7 wkts. (31 and 40 (ot" 3).

3).

Chess Club
DESPITE
the advent of Cricket and a whole host of other activities
which makes Chess essentially a Winter pastime, the enthusiasm of
eleven of our younger Chess players was givt:n an outlet in the Easter
holidays in the shape of a Tournament at Liverpool Collegiate School.
Out of a field of ab _ut three hundred entrants, four of our representatives
received prizes, and three of those achieved IStS. In the Under Twelve
Section Nine, R. Byrne came second with nine and a half points out of
eleven; in the Under Tweive Section Eight, P. W. Wrig~1t came first
with nine and a half points out of eleven; in the Under Twelve Section
Seven, D. Barwell came equal first with ten points out of eleven; in the
Under Fifteen .Section Twelve, M. Noel came first with ten points out
(,£ eleven; and W. N. Bryant tied for second place with three points out
vf five in the Open, Section Two.
In the Annual Tournament held at Wallasey, the School'li only representative was J. F. Morgan, this year promoted to the Under Fifteen
Section, where he came second with three points out of five.
The oniy mar.h played since the last Visor was against Wade Deacon
Gr;-:nmar Schooi: the first team won by eight games to nil, but the second
team were held to a draw-four
games each. It is hoped that another
friendly match against Wade Deacon will be arranged later in the term.

WN.B ..

AT

Music Club.

the time of going to press the Music Club has been inactive since
last term, but it is proposed that, with Mr. Hugnes as chairman
and E. H. Hubbard as secretary, three meetings will be arranged before
the holidays. It is hoped that Mr. Hughes will give another of his illustrated talks, this time on "Mode:rn Swing Music "; the secretary will
play and explain some records; and finally there will be a meeting which
should prove very interesting-a
"free for all" record session when all
will be invited to bring along and play their own records.
E.H.H.

Scout Notes
THIS term, though without any major event, has seen plenty of outdoor activity, especially by the junior troop, who held a weekend
camp at Whitsun with the P.L.'s in charge. spent at least one very 'Yet
evening burning up il::<!ir excess energy in the precincts of the Solly
Ground; and are holding another weekend camp in the very near future.

Four junior P.L.'s have just completed first-classhikes in the Capenhurst-Shotwick region, and are awaiting tne verdict of tile examiner.
Among the senior troop mernoers the accent has been on quality
rather than quantity. "Ve haven't done quite so much, but what we did
took some doing.
An all-night wide game on a large scale was held in the Storeton
Woods area, which for some people extended as far as Parkgate and
Caldy, and Chris Slev.n and Prof. [ones completed a Venturer badge hike,
somewhere in the region of the Horseshoe Pass in a very thick fog one
Sunday night.
Towards the end of term, after nearly two years at the helm, TL.
Chris Slevin was obliged to relinquish his post in order to take out a
warrant as an A.S.M. After a re-shuffling of the senior troop with a
redistribution of honours, J.E.G. succeed<;;d
Chris as TL., and Pro£. Jones
became senior P.L.. with Dermis Garnham as his second. Derek Potter,
formerly Prof's second, became P.L, with P~te Carruthers as second.
The main event of the future is the annual summer camp, which
will this year revisit the beautifulcountrysidaround Knighton in Radnorshire. The camp promises to be on the small side, and this fact couplee with the ideal surroundings should yield a camp with plenty of scope
kr outdoor activities. In fact, if the weather gives us a break, this could
be one of the best camps the troop has had since it last visited the site.
TL

Stop Press
CORONATION CUP.
Usually at this point of the Summer Term the competition for the
Coronation Cup has been decided, one House having gained a winning
lecd before the Summer examinations. This year, however, an ~xciting
struggle has developed. Atkin, for the fourth successive year, won the
Athletic Sports, Westminster being second, and Scitt third. A~ a result of
rl«. Cricket matches, however, Atkin finished a poor fourth, Stitt being
the winning House. The Summer Term activities have resulted in three
at the Houses being very close together, Westminster having 24 points,
and Atkin and Stitt 23 points each. For the first time then for many
years the final result of the Competition depends on the School examinaticns and on the General Certificate results.
[une
June
June
July
July
July

5-v.
19-V.
23-v.
7-v,
ID-V.
12-V.

C~ICKET.
Liverpool Institute-Lost by 8 wkts. (50-53 for 2).
Quarry Bank High School-Lost by 22 runs (:;3-31).
Wirral G.5.-Won by 2 wkts. (45-46 for 8).
Chester G.S.-Lost by 3 runs (.sS-52).
Alsop H.S.-Lost by 7 wkts, (52-58 for 3).
Wirral G.5.-Drawn (Wirral 81 for 7 dec.-B.I. 30 for 6).
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